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Green chemical compounds with high added value can be obtained after pyrolysis of
lignocellulosic biomass. This biomass is playing a major role in the chemical sectors as a
substitution material. This study is focused on one of these compounds, furan. High
selectivity of a solvent is the most important criteria for an optimised extraction. In other
words, for the selected solvent, activity coefficients of the compounds to be separated must be
different. Therefore, experimental activity coefficients of compounds of interest in different
solvents are necessary. In this paper, apparent Henry’s law constants of furan in different nalkane and alcohol solvents have been measured at temperatures from 293 to 323 K using the
inert gas stripping method to analyse their potential for furan extraction. Besides, if the value
of limiting activity coefficient is close to one, it is an indicator of its suitability for the
compound extraction.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the growing population and the economical development of non-OECD nations (ie.
outside the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development), the world energy
consumption is expected to increase by 48% until 2040 [1]. To fulfil the demand, mankind is
facing various challenges: depletion of easily accessible oil fields, exploitation of deepwater
or unconventional fields, carbon dioxide emissions. Therefore, part of research is now
dedicated to the development of high value compounds. The most promising raw material is
lignocellulose, which is, according to Lange et al. (2012) [2], cheaper, more abundant and
sustainable. It comes from plant biomass (wood residues, cereal straw and forestry waste),
which is made up of lignin and cellulose [3]. After pyrolysis of lignocellulose, a pyroligneous
liquid is obtained, containing numerous oxygenated molecules such as aromatics, esters,
phenols.... The thermodynamic behaviour of oxygenated molecules is not perfectly predicted
because thermodynamic models and equations of state used in process design traditionally
come from oil and gas engineering, and thus fail for these compounds. Indeed, strong
association interactions like hydrogen bonding or dimerization are not taken into account in
oil and gas engineering models. Thus, it is important to have accurate predictive models with
limited parameters to describe their behaviour, since it is of a great importance for the
chemical industry especially for the design of new production processes from lignocellulosic
material [4]. For this purpose, the MEMOBIOL project (Molecular Scale Modeling for
Lignocellulosic Biorefineries financed by the French National Research Agency (ANR-09CP2D-10-04)) has been done in order to evaluate different predictive tools for calculating the
thermodynamic phase equilibria and properties required by the chemical industry. The CTP
was one of the academic partners involved in this project, in which new Vapour-Liquid and
Liquid-Liquid equilibrium experimental data of different binary and ternary systems
containing high added-value oxygenated molecules and different solvents have been
determined ([5-6])
In this paper, we focused on furan as a derived molecule obtained from the pyrolysis of the
lignocellulosic biomass. It intervenes in the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of xylan-type
hemicelluloses [7]. One application is the production of the Tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent,
widely used in chemical and technological processes [8]. It can be also used as a precursor for
the synthesis of pharmaceutical molecules ([9]). Apparent Henry’s law constants of furan in
different alkane and alcohol solvents have been measured using a gas inert stripping method.
Activity coefficients at infinite dilution have been deduced. These properties are useful to

evaluate the deviation from ideality and then to determine the most suitable solvent of
extraction.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Chemicals
Chemicals used in this study are presented in Table 1.
2.2.

Equipment

Apparent Henry’s Law Constant and Infinite Dilution Activity Coefficient determination was
conducted with the gas stripping method using a specially designed apparatus using dilutor
and saturator cell. The experimental procedure is fully described by Richon et al. [10-11] and
Krummen et al. [12]. Both cells are inside a liquid bath regulated within 0.01 K. A platinum
probe, in contact with the liquid phase of the “dilutor cell” is connected to an electronic
display. Temperature accuracy after probe calibration is below 0.1 K. The composition of the
gas leaving the cell is periodically sampled and analysed using gas chromatograph
(PERICHROM model PR2100, France) equipped with a flame ionization detector connected
to a data acquisition system (Winilab III). The analytical column was: PORAPAK Q 80/100
MESH (1/8” Silcosteel tube, length: 1.2 m, ID: 2 mm, Restek, France).
The flow meter (Analyt-MTC, Messtechnik GmbH & co, model 358) was calibrated using
bubble flow meter with the carrier gas (Helium). The apparent Henry’s law coefficient, H, of
solute i can be calculated with Equation 1, obtained from mass balance on the dilutor cell.
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Parameters of Equation 1 are given in Table 2. Vapour pressure (in Pa) has been calculated
with the DIPPR equation n°101 (Equation 2) with the corresponding parameters (Table 3).
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The maximal relative uncertainty of the Apparent Henry’s law coefficient U(Hi, k=2)/Hi is
estimated to be 4.7 %. It takes into account the uncertainties related to the flow, solute peak
area determination, temperature, pressure and number of moles of the solvent. Equation 3
reminds the mathematical expression used to calculate the uncertainties. Uncertainties on
repeatability (urep) are calculated considering the measurements done with at least three
different flow values and are about 2%. Equation 4 details the method for the determination of
the uncertainty on calculation (ucal).
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Apparent Henry’s law constant and activity coefficient at infinite dilution
Apparent Henry’s law constant is directly determined using the gas stripping method as
previously described. The symmetric convention links the apparent Henry’s law constant with
the activity coefficients at infinite dilution (Equation 5), assuming that the Poynting factor and
the fugacity coefficient have a value of approximately unity [13].
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Experimental data of measurements in n-alkanes are tabulated in Table 4 and the ones in
alcohols in Table 5.
To study the temperature dependence, the logarithm of the activity coefficient at infinite
dilution of furan in some solvents is drawn as a function of inverse temperature (Figure 1).
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From Tables 4 and 5 and Figure 1, the following observations can be made:
(a) the limiting activity coefficients values are a decreasing function with the
temperature, except for ethanol (close to a monotonic behaviour);
(b) a nonlinear behaviour of ln(γi∞)versus 1/T is observed for n-pentane and n-hexane;
(c) for both alcohols and alkanes (except n-pentane), the γi∞ values decrease with
increasing number of carbon atoms. A hypothesis for n-pentane behaviour would the
difference of volatility between all hydrocarbons and its boiling temperature close to the one
of furan;
(d) limiting activity coefficients of furan in alkanes are closer to one (value of ideal
mixture) than in alcohols: alkanes would be better solvents for furan than alcohols.
(e) n-pentane has the lowest activity coefficient value at infinite dilution.
From these data, n-pentane seems to be the better solvent to extract furan at temperatures
below 300 K.
3.2. Chemical engineering criteria
In chemical engineering, different criteria, calculated with activity coefficient at infinite
dilution, can help to select a solvent [13]. One may mention distribution coefficient or
selectivity. In our study, we can calculate the solvating power (Sp). It is the criterion
representing the ability of a solvent to form strong secondary bonds with solute molecules. It
can be calculated with Equation 5.
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where Msolv and MA are the molar mass of the solvent and the solute respectively.
Solvating power values of the different solvents presented in this paper and toluene are drawn
on Figure 2 at 298K. Based on Figure 2 and previous conclusions, toluene, and to a lesser
extent n-pentane, seem to be appropriate solvents for furan extraction.
3.3. Phase equilibria data
Vapour-Liquid and Vapour-Vapour-Liquid Equilibrium data have been previously measured
for some furan-solvent binary systems (toluene, n-hexane, ethanol and n-octanol). It has been
shown that the binary toluene-furan system presents a Raoult’s law behaviour [5-6]. This

ideal behaviour has been confirmed with excess enthalpy [14] and excess volume [5]
measurements. From these data, two conclusions can be drawn: toluene seems to be the better
solvent to extract furan and apparent Henry’s law constant measurements appears to be an
appropriate setup in terms of time consumption, costs and ease of use.
However, only apparent Henry’s law constants do not provide any information about the
probability to have an azeotrope. Since no data are available for the n-pentane-furan system in
the open literature, has been predicted at atmospheric pressure using the original UNIFAC
model [15]. As shown on Figure 3, this system has an azeotrope.
Original UNIFAC is also used to predict phase diagram of furan+n-hexane and furan+toluene
binary systems at atmospheric pressure. This model seems to predict correctly both phase
diagrams (Figure 3). Therefore, even if the limiting activity coefficient analysis presents npentane as a potential solvent for furan extraction, from a process point of view, it is not
suitable since it would be difficult to separate the solute and the solvent using distillation
column.
4.

CONCLUSION

In this study, apparent Henry’s law constant of furan in eight normal alkane (C5 to C10, C12
and C16) and eight (primary and secondary) alcohol solvents have been measured using the
inert gas stripping method. To the best of our knowledge, no apparent Henry’s law constant
data are available for furan in the open literature. From these data, activity coefficients at
infinite dilution have been calculated. If referring to Henry’s law constants, n-pentane seems
to be an appropriate solvent for furan extraction. However, VLE data are necessary to confirm
or not this assumption. Indeed, VLE prediction with the UNIFAC models shows that the npentane-furan binary system presents an azeotrope. Therefore, more thermophysical
properties (such as VLE, partition coefficient of the solute/solvent system, density and surface
tension) are needed to choose the adequate solvent for furan extraction.
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